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A LEGAL REGIME FOR SPACE TOURISM: CREATING LEGAL CERTAINTY IN OUTER SPACE

Dr. Zhao Yun*

"Just tell me the general idea you have in mind—the idea Sven and my daughter keep so mysteriously to themselves. What is this thing that's so revolutionary and daring? Fantastic and at the same time logical? I'm quoting, of course, my daughter." He looked steadily at Lee. His eyes brightened as if an inner light had been turned on. Lee glanced at the architect and the girl. He found response in their faces. "I need your assistance in building a hotel in outer space," he said artlessly.¹

I. INTRODUCTION

A STORY LIKE the above must be the truly classic scene for space futurists. Outer space exhibits an unlimited source for imaginative science fiction writers. Earlier in the mid-nineteenth century, a number of science fiction stories were written showing the rich imagination from renowned authors.² Space tourism was among the most popular topics for those writers.³ But no one has taken this idea so seriously as in the late twentieth century.

¹ CURT SIODMAK, SKYPORT 11 (1961).
² Jules Verne, a French writer, authored several science fiction stories, the most famous of which was entitled "De La Terre à la Lune." JULES VERNE, DE LA TERRE À LA LUNE (1865).
The successful launch of the first satellite Sputnik I in 1957, and Gagarin's first manned space flight in 1961, marked breakthroughs in space history. The rapid development of space technology brings the dream of conquering outer space to reality. In view of the large amount of investment and the long period of time needed to harvest the benefits, state monopoly has been the typical characteristic of space activities since the launch of Sputnik I, as acknowledged by the space treaties enacted by the United Nations (UN). However, private parties have increasingly shown interests in space activities, posing great challenges to the former legal regime.

Space tourism, once not considered an area of priority for commercialization, had never been so heatedly discussed until the historic arrival of the two "unexpected" tourists—American Dennis Tito and the twenty-eight year-old South African multimillionaire Mark Shuttleworth—at the International Space Station (ISS) in April 2001 and April 2002, respectively. The ISS partners officially cleared the way for space tourism with the approval of the two visits. Such private visits were costly, except possibly for some tycoons. As reported, Tito and Shuttleworth flew to the ISS for an amount of $20 million each. This amount is unaffordable to most people.

However, market research has clearly demonstrated that many people have strong interest in space travel if it were more affordable. These wishes can be met with the development of reusable launch vehicle (RLV) technology, which could reduce space launch costs from $10,000 per pound to $1,000 per

---

4 Sputnik I was launched from the Baiknur Cosmodrome in Southern Kazakhstan on Oct. 4, 1957. See Craig Covault, Policy and Technology Shape Manned Space Ops, Aviation WK. & Space Tech., Jan. 8, 2001, at 44.
These advancements are extraordinary, especially considering that in the past the only method available for getting to space was through the costly method of rocket transportation. Just as Bachula stated, "reliable, affordable access to space is a fundamental prerequisite if we are to realize the full potential of [the outer space] frontier."¹¹

The development of space tourism no doubt calls for a legal regime to better regulate the market as well as to offer clear guidance and expected outcomes. It has been widely argued that the existing international space treaties are inadequate for space commercialization.¹² Among these inadequacies are the current liability regime, which does not provide reasonable recourse and accountability measures for private parties in outer space, and the registration regime with its cumbersome registration requirements.

It is noted that the Russian Space Agency had intended to send two civilians into outer space every calendar year until the February 1, 2003 Space Shuttle Columbia disaster.¹³ Space tourism is also an interesting topic in China. It has been reported that the first Chinese space tourist is expected very soon.¹⁴ Similar reports are expected from other nations in the coming period.

With the strong demand for space tourism, the development of a clear and predictable legal regime is essential before space tourism becomes affordable for the masses, no matter whether the RLVs can be successfully developed in the near future or not. As long as the space travel technology is mature, there are always business opportunities for space tourism.

This article discusses the potential for a commercial space tourism industry and examines a possible legal regime for space tourism. It is the main thrust of this article that proper legal

---


principles must be enacted so as to encourage investment and research in space tourism, thereby encouraging investment in this new industry, faster development in space technology, and ultimately faster benefits to the international community.

Part II of this article offers a comparison of space and air travel and the rules applicable to each means of travel. This part further proposes an appropriate liability regime for space travel, trying to borrow the experience from air transportation. Part III examines the appropriate level of state interference through registration and licensing measures. Part IV specifically discusses the status of space tourists, as differentiated from astronauts. Part V concludes that current space law inadequately addresses space tourism and that the inadequacies justify an urgent need to develop an appropriate legal regime for the development of space tourism.

II. SPACE TRAVEL AND AIR TRANSPORTATION: DIFFERENT APPLICABLE LAW

The Wright Brothers’ successful flight at Kitty Hawk in 1903 opened a new era in transportation history.\textsuperscript{15} The international society was quick to respond with the development of a legal regime for regulating commercial air transportation. The Warsaw Convention\textsuperscript{16} was formulated in 1929 to develop a forward-looking international aviation regime.\textsuperscript{17} The regime proved to be vital to the development of the air transportation industry by shielding the fledging airline industry from cost-prohibitive insurance premiums and unlimited liability for accidents.\textsuperscript{18}

Space travel stands at exactly the same crossroad as air transportation did in the early 1920s. The potential liability for accidents is a major obstacle. The legal vacuum in this respect deters the commercialization of space travel. Insurance is not the way out since the huge cost of insurance for space travel will

\textsuperscript{15} Richard P. Hallion, Remembering the Legacy: Highlights of the First 100 Years of Aviation, 34 THE BRIDGE: LINKING ENGINEERING & SOCIETY, Spring 2004, at 5.


\textsuperscript{17} I.H. Ph. Dieders-Verschoor, An Introduction to Air Law 101 (8th rev. ed., 2006).

be passed on to the tourists and the ticket prices will go far beyond a reasonable level and kill the whole space industry.\textsuperscript{19} Accordingly, the formulation of an appropriate liability regime for space travel appears all the more important.

Air transportation and space travel share a number of similarities, leading to the discussion of extending the air transportation regime to space travel. The discussion again goes back to the classic question on the boundary of outer space and air space and, thus, the application of air law and space law.

Outer space begins where territorial air space ends. There is currently not a clear internationally recognized boundary of outer space\textsuperscript{20} and, consequently, not a proper definition despite the separate bodies of international law governing air space and outer space.\textsuperscript{21} "Striking criteria" distinguishing air space and outer space for applicable law include "purpose and function, technical configuration and capabilities, and the medium where the operation predominantly takes place."\textsuperscript{22} Space travel, as denoted by its concept, has clearly classified itself as an activity in outer space. Furthermore, activities a sufficient distance from the Earth have no problem in justifying the application of space law for space travel.

The air transportation regime, characterized by state sovereignty over air space, substantially differs from the space travel regime where no state can claim sovereignty over outer space.\textsuperscript{23} This fundamental difference justifies the necessity of developing a distinct legal regime for space travel. Nevertheless, as one scholar has correctly identified, "air law became a subject for analogizing when the potential for space flight became apparent, although sovereignty concerns persisted . . . . Air law analogies have been cited mostly in connection with the formulation of law and policies for aerospace vehicles and the pre-flight re-

requirements of space tourists." In this respect, we should not neglect the fact that air transportation and space travel, though in different geographical locations, are basically transportation. While the vehicles used for space tourism are rocket-powered and designed to enter outer space, they "take off and land like airplanes." Taking space vehicles into outer space will be like taking an airplane for travelers, although the destinations are different. Space travel, while still in its infancy, is similar to the air transportation industry in its early stage. Now, space travel faces the original question raised to the air transportation industry in the 1920s: how to alleviate liability so that the regime can effectively promote the rapid development and commercialization of the industry. In this regard, we can certainly borrow from the successful legal experience of air transportation to facilitate the formulation of an appropriate regime for space travel.

A. COMMERCIAL LIABILITY REGIME

By referring to the liability issue in outer space, one may immediately think of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty and the 1972 Liability Convention. Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty provides that states are internationally liable for any damage caused by their objects or personnel while in space. The Liability Convention, expanding on Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty, "provide[s] a legal framework for the full compensation of damage caused on Earth by the spacefarers as a result of their activities in outer space." It distinguishes two situations when the launching state(s) are liable: (1) "damage caused by its

29 Outer Space Treaty, supra note 27, art. VII.
30 JULIAN HERMIDA, LEGAL BASIS FOR A NATIONAL SPACE LEGISLATION 12 (2004).
space object on the surface of the earth or to aircraft in flight” and (2) “damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the earth to a space object of one launching State or to persons or property on board such a space object by a space object of another launching State.”\textsuperscript{31} Strict liability applies to the first situation\textsuperscript{32} while negligence liability applies to the latter.\textsuperscript{33} From the plain language in the above provisions, states, not private entities, are the target for liability in case of damage.

In view of its international nature, the Liability Convention does not address the needs of two types of people, one being the nationals of the launching state.\textsuperscript{34} Furthermore, only a state may present a claim for compensation.\textsuperscript{35} Accordingly, the Convention fails to specifically outline civilian liability in outer space.\textsuperscript{36} Before moving further, we may need to examine the ISS Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA).\textsuperscript{37}

\textsuperscript{31} Liability Convention, supra note 28, arts. II–III.
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.} art. II. The Liability Convention, Article II provides: “A launching state shall be absolutely liable to pay compensation for damage caused by its space object on the surface of the earth or to aircraft in flight.” \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Id.} art. III. The Liability Convention, Article III provides: In the event of damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the earth to a space object of one launching State or to persons or property on board such a space object by a space object of another launching State, the latter shall be liable only if the damage is due to its fault or the fault of persons for whom it is responsible. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Id.} art. VII. The Liability Convention, Article VII provides: The provisions of this Convention shall not apply to damage caused by a space object of a launching State to: (a) Nationals of that launching State; (b) Foreign nationals during such time as they are participating in the operation of that space object from the time of its launching or at any stage thereafter until its descent, or during such time as they are in the immediate vicinity of a planned launching or recovery area as the result of an invitation by that launching State. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Id.} art. VIII. The Liability Convention, Article VIII (1) provides: “A State which suffers damage, or whose natural or juridical persons suffer damage, may present to a launching State a claim for compensation for such damage.” \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{36} NANDASIRI JASENTULIYANA, INTERNATIONAL SPACE LAW AND THE UNITED NATIONS 390 (1999).
As one important multilateral treaty in outer space, the ISS IGA, while incorporating the Liability Convention, has further included a provision concerning the mutual exemption of liability on board the ISS for the purpose of better cooperation among the partners.\(^{38}\) This mutual exemption provision applies to any claims brought by a Partner State for damage, against (1) "another Partner State; (2) a related entity of another Partner State; [and/or] (3) the employees of any of the above entities."\(^{39}\) Obviously, space passengers cannot rely on this provision for any claims. The public nature of the IGA does not fit well in the present commercial regime.

The current liability system thereby excludes space tourism and only extends to efforts by states or international non-governmental organizations sending equipment and astronauts into space for the purpose of exploration and scientific research.\(^{40}\) No provision whatsoever sheds light on liability relating to private entities. In this regard, private entities have neither any recourse nor accountability under the Outer Space Treaty and Liability Convention. Thus, the current liability regime does not adequately address the issue of liability to space tourists, which is believed to be one major concern in space tourism.

In the air transportation legal system, domestic and international transportation\(^{41}\) are differentiated. Similar differentiation does not exist in space travel. A uniform regime should be introduced applying directly to all space tourists and goods. Domestic tourists of a launching state, like that in international air


\(^{39}\) ISS IGA, supra note 37, art. 16(3)(a).


\(^{41}\) According to the Warsaw Convention, supra note 15:

international transportation shall mean any transportation in which, according to the contract made by the parties, the place of departure and the place of destination, whether or not there be a break in the transportation or a transshipment, are situated either within the territories of two High Contracting Parties, or within the territory of a single High Contracting Party, if there is an agreed stopping place within [the territory of another state] even though that [state] is not a [High Contracting Party].
transportation, should be allowed to claim compensation for damages suffered.

In international air transportation, the Warsaw Convention can be a good example for a uniform multilateral system for space tourism. The Warsaw regime has successfully enabled insurance companies to provide services in the field of international air transportation with confidence.\textsuperscript{42} We may optimistically expect the same result when a similar regime is set up. According to the Warsaw Convention, a negligence standard, instead of strict liability, was adopted and maximum damages allowable to a passenger were originally set at 125,000 francs.\textsuperscript{43} The Warsaw Convention proved to provide the protection and freedom necessary for the air transportation industry to develop in the early stages of civil aviation. With this Convention, the industry was able to flourish and has now become the safest means of transportation.\textsuperscript{44} However, the limitation of liability in the Convention is now considered unnecessary in view of the improving reliability of aviation. The revision work has been trying to balance the interests of the industry and other parties (including passengers and third parties), and the resulting 1999 Montreal Convention shows the sign of relaxing the above limitation.\textsuperscript{45} The maximum amount of damages has been


\textsuperscript{43} James E. Dunstan, \textit{Is Launching a Rocket Still an Ultra-Hazardous Activity? Toward a Negligence Theory for Launch Activities}, in \textit{Space Manufacturing 9: The High Frontier: Accession, Development and Utilization} 226, 229 (Barbara Faughan ed., American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1993). See Warsaw Convention, \textit{supra} note 15, art. 22(1). “In the transporation of passengers the liability of the carrier for each passenger shall be limited to the sum of 125,000 francs.”


\textsuperscript{45} Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules for International Carriage by Air, art. 21, \textit{opened for signature} May 28, 1999, ICAO Doc. 9740 [hereinafter Montreal Convention]. The carrier is always liable to a maximum amount of 100,000 SDR; for damages exceeding this amount, the carrier is liable without limitation unless “the carrier proves that: (a) such damage was not due to the
changed, taking into account social and economic development. However, the negligence standard remains the cornerstone of the Warsaw Convention.\footnote{The Guatemala Protocol of 1971 provides that the fault liability at present attaching to the carrier will be changed into a risk liability. Protocol to Amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the International Carriage by Air, Signed at Warsaw on 12 October 1929, as Amended by the Protocol done at the Hague on 28 September 1955, \textit{opened for signature} Mar. 8, 1971, 10 I.L.M. 613, ICAO Doc. 8932 [hereinafter Guatemala City Protocol]. However few states have ratified this Protocol to date. ICAO Doc. No. 8932, http://www.icao.int/icao/en/leb/Guatemala.pdf (last visited Sept. 24, 2009).}

The success of the international aviation system indicates that a negligence standard should be adopted in the early stage of space travel. Limiting the carrier's liability will not necessarily deter potential space tourists since they can buy additional insurance, as is the case in aviation. The maximum damages payable to passengers should be well defined. An appropriate amount should be determined based on several factors, including the ultimate goal of promoting the development of space travel, the financial situation of the space travel industry, and the general background of space passengers in the early stage of space travel. The duration of liability should similarly be the period during which the accident takes place on board the space object or in the course of any of the operations of embarking or disembarking.\footnote{Rochus Moenter, \textit{The International Space Station: Legal Framework and Current Status}, 64 J. Air L. & Com. 1033, 1053 (1999).} In this regard, space objects should similarly be considered an extension of the jurisdiction of the launching state, whose law prevails;\footnote{See Warsaw Convention, \textit{supra} note 16, art. 17.} disputes over liability in space travel could be effectively resolved in national courts according to the above general international law and/or national laws.

Legislation providing the above propositions is indispensable for space tourism. The uncertainty concerning the liability issue can make potential investors hesitant because any unknown future regulation may kill the business they are investing in. We may simply modify the Warsaw Convention for space tourism, but of course, we can formulate a new document written along

\textit{negligence or their wrongful act or omission of the carrier or its servants or agents; or (b) such damage was solely due to the negligence or other wrongful act or omission of a third party.} From this provision, it is obvious that strict liability applies to the carrier.
similar lines. By referring to the proposed document, space tourists, governments, commercial operators and insurance companies would all know possible liabilities in advance and make sensible decisions accordingly. Thus, the international society would benefit from the transparency and legitimacy brought by such an international document.

B. SPACE INSURANCE

Space insurance has been available for a couple of years, especially in the field of satellite launching activities. Further development of space activities has called for more active involvement of private parties. However, a complete set of rules are still to be formulated to realize private financing for space programs. Reasonable space investors clearly know that they are dealing with a cutting-edge technology where there are inherent dangers. In view of the high risks in space activities, the availability of insurance has been a critical element for private parties.

As one scholar rightly points out:

Passengers are likely (at least in the early, pioneering days) to be required to sign comprehensive waivers of liability in favour of the operator. However, most developed legal jurisdictions are unlikely to enforce these in the event of negligence by the operator. Appropriate passenger liability insurance will therefore be essential. The probable socio-economic profile of early space passengers (who are likely as a group to be more than averagely wealthy and to have high earning capacities) indicates the potential liability exposures will be high.

In this regard, space insurance could provide effective relief for a whole range of liability risks currently associated with space activities, including space tourism.

Two main types of space insurance exist for space activities: insurance of space objects and liability insurance (including third-party liability and product liability). Insurance of space


51 Richard Gimblett, Space Insurance into the Next Millennium, in OUTLOOK ON SPACE LAW OVER THE NEXT 30 YEARS: ESSAYS PUBLISHED FOR THE 30TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE OUTER SPACE TREATY 168 (Gabriel Lafferanderie & Daphne Crowther eds., 1997).

objects can be further differentiated into: “(1) pre-launching insurance; (2) launch failure and initial operation insurance; and (3) insurance of the satellite itself.” The first satellite insurance contract (insurance of space objects) providing for pre-launching insurance services was concluded in 1965 for Intelsat's “Early Bird.” Concerning liability insurance, the Commercial Space Launch Amendments Act of 2004 (CSLAA) of the United States requires entities that launch space vehicles to purchase $500 million in third-party liability insurance. Space insurance per se is thus nothing new. The legal basis and principle of insurance remain largely applicable to space tourism. It is to be noted that “[i]nsurance policies for commercial launch activities [have] not [been] standardized and must be negotiated on a case-by-case basis.” To a certain extent, insurance companies' confidence concerning the scale of risks involved in launching depends much on agreed standards of acceptable risk.

The CSLAA also touches on the insurance issue in space tourism. Its temporary indemnification and insurance scheme for the commercial human space flight industry requires space flight participants to purchase insurance and indemnifies those participants up to $1.5 billion beyond the insurance cap. Insurance for the carrier's liability in space tourism is thus not new to the insurance industry.

Understandably, considering the high risks involved in launching activities, insurance companies are concerned with potentially high damages. In this regard, it is important that the governments and the launch entities take measures to cover excess damages. As provided in the CSLAA, an insurance provider may list specific exclusions in the insured's liability insurance

---

54 Id. at 114.
60 Id.
Consequently, the U.S. government acts as an excess insurance carrier, providing a layer on top of the required insurance.\textsuperscript{62}

In theory, for space tourism, the space liability insurance should work along the lines of the commercial liability regime. However, insurance companies need to make a profit, otherwise they will not enter the industry. Since space tourism is new, insurance companies will need to assess their own risks. Knowing how much they can potentially be liable for will be an excellent starting point. Again, the current aviation liability principles are excellent starting points for the insurance companies.

As one scholar has identified, "if tourism is to become a vital part of the commercial space equation, limits on liability for the owners and operators of space facilities and vehicles will be a necessity."\textsuperscript{63} Limits could exist for liability arising out of death, personal injury, or loss or damage to property; limits could also be set for each and every space flight. In this regard, several factors are relevant to the fixed limits, such as the length of flight, the module and model of space objects, the experience of astronauts, and the air condition during the flight.

On the one hand, it is important to introduce insurance to the space tourism industry. At the present stage, this young industry requires support from various corners. The insurance industry is indispensable to space carriers, given the high market value of spacecraft and the great financial risks. On the other hand, it is critical to set an appropriate rate so that the insurance industry is willing to enter this potentially profitable market. Again, we can borrow successful experience from aviation. Previous experience tells us that the space insurance industry hinges closely on the evolution of space technology, and vice versa. We are fortunate to see that the insurance industry has been mature enough to accept the risks in the space industry since 1965.\textsuperscript{64}

Space tourism brings both challenges and opportunities to the space insurance industry. A temporary increase in insurance premiums is inevitable in the first stage. But in the long


\textsuperscript{63} Collins, supra note 42.

\textsuperscript{64} See Abeyratne, supra note 52, at 191.
run, the insurance premiums will decline over time because of corresponding advancements in space technology and safety.

C. Criminal Jurisdiction Regime

At the current stage, the people on board space objects are normally astronauts trained for special missions. The commanders on board the space objects have the authority to enforce order and discipline during the whole flight phase. The ISS IGA provides clear wording on the authority of a commander on board the ISS to maintain order. Thus, the criminal jurisdiction issue does not appear highly relevant to outer space activities. Currently, no international treaty exists for crimes committed on private space vehicles. This situation, while understandable with space activities still largely monopolized by states, is further justified by the fact that space objects are normally considered a natural extension of national territory. With criminal jurisdiction being an issue of public nature, relevant national laws shall indisputably apply to those happening on board space objects.

Nevertheless, it is notable that the ISS agreement contains a provision on criminal jurisdiction. This is necessary in view of the long-term character of the ISS and the international and multicultural character of the astronauts on board the ISS. Besides the execution of criminal jurisdiction over its nationals, Article 22 further provides the jurisdiction over nationals of an-

---

66 Id. at 244. "The [ISS IGA] considers the ISS to be a single craft with a single crew and command and control of the ISS on orbit will be planned by an integrated team with participation by all the partners, and with commands executed by the U.S. or by Russia." Id.
69 Id.
70 See ISS IGA, supra note 37, art. 22.
72 ISS IGA, supra note 37, art. 22(1). Article 22(1) of the ISS IGA provides: "Canada, the European Partner States, Japan, Russia, and the United States may exercise criminal jurisdiction over personnel in or on any flight element who are their respective nationals." Id.
other Partner State whose conduct in orbit "(a) affects the life or safety of a national of the affected Partner State or (b) occurs in or on or causes damage to the flight element of another Partner State."\(^7\) It is thus obvious that the criminal jurisdiction is based on customary principles of nationality, supplemented by the protective principle.\(^7\)

However, space tourism brings new problems to the criminal jurisdiction issue. Space tourists are less prepared and controlled than astronauts, increasing the risk of criminal activities. Furthermore, the situation when a space tourist from a non-member country becomes the target of a criminal offence, which is often the case in space tourism, is not contemplated in the above ISS arrangement, which was designed for and among the Partner States.\(^7\)

In this aspect, we may first consider similar situations in air transportation. As early as 1963, the Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft (Tokyo Convention)\(^7\) (and two other important international conventions: the 1970 Hague Convention\(^7\) and the 1971 Montreal Convention\(^7\)) imposed a series of obligations upon the contracting states that are geared towards stamping out hijacking

---

73 Id. art. 22(2). Article 22(2) provides:

In a case involving misconduct on orbit that: (a) affects the life or safety of a national of another Partner State or (b) occurs in or on or causes damage to the flight element of another Partner State, the Partner State whose national is the alleged perpetrator shall, at the request of any affected Partner State, consult with such State concerning their respective prosecutorial interests. An affected Partner State may, following such consultation, exercise criminal jurisdiction over the alleged perpetrator provided that, within 90 days of the date of such consultation or within such other period as may be mutually agreed, the Partner State whose national is the alleged perpetrator either: (1) concurs in such exercise of criminal jurisdiction, or (2) fails to provide assurances that it will submit the case to its competent authorities for the purpose of prosecution.

74 Id.; see also Devlin, supra note 65, at 241.

75 See ISS IGA, supra note 37, art. 22(1).


and other relevant offences against aviation safety. According to the Tokyo Convention, apart from national criminal jurisdiction, “each contracting State shall take measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction as the State of registration over the offences committed on board an aircraft registered in that state.” The above provision is claimed to establish the “universal jurisdiction” principle. All states have criminal jurisdiction over any acts causing danger to the aviation industry, which has an important impact on the safe operation of the industry and the confidence from the passengers.

Space tourism also needs to build confidence from potential passengers, preventing the infant industry from fatal criminal activities. The “universal jurisdiction” principle in air transportation is thus meaningful to the development of space tourism. Interested parties should convene to discuss a similar treaty cracking down on criminal acts against space safety.

III. REGISTRATION AND LICENSING REGIME

A. Registration Regime

As mentioned above, large scale space tourism depends on the development of RLVs. No doubt, RLVs are space objects as identified in the Registration Convention. According to this Convention, each party is required to register and maintain a registry of its launched space objects. In addition, the party must provide the UN Secretary-General information proving the

79 Tokyo Convention, supra note 76, art. 1(1). Article 1(1) of the Tokyo Convention provides that the Convention applies to “(a) offences against penal law; (b) acts which, whether or not they are offences, may or do jeopardize the safety of the aircraft or of persons or property therein or which jeopardize good order and discipline on board.” Id.
80 Id. art. 4(3).
83 Moore, supra note 10, at 251.
85 Registration Convention, supra note 84, art. 2.
establishment of a registry.\textsuperscript{86} The UN Secretary-General then has the duty to maintain a registry and open the contents of the registry for public inspection.\textsuperscript{87} The Registration Convention relies on the view that preserving outer space for peaceful purposes depends largely on a complete registry of spacecraft.\textsuperscript{88} The required information as defined in the Convention is reasonable for such purposes as identification of space objects and determining liability. However, when space tourism develops and the launching of RLVs becomes more and more frequent, the requirement of international registration for each and every launch appears infeasible and unnecessary.

In this regard, the aviation industry again provides a good example: national registry is sufficient for space tourism. In order to balance international security and public safety with non-bureaucratic procedures, it would be reasonable to allow the coexistence of two registration regimes. The current registration regime continues to exist; however, once space objects like RLVs are used specifically for commercial space travel, only national registry would be required.\textsuperscript{89} To make sure that the existing national registration requirements are not too cumbersome for private parties to provide frequent space travel, we will also need to re-examine the information required for national registration. This task shall be taken by the states themselves.

\subsection*{B. Licensing Regime}

A national licensing regime, providing sufficient supervisory service over space tourism, is vital to ensure the safety of space tourism and the peaceful purpose of such activities. In other words, an appropriate licensing regime, as the safety valve for security in space travel, is the obligation of the relevant state in guaranteeing the legitimate operation of those licensees.

The United States has established a rather complete legal framework in the licensing regime. As early as 1998, the Commercial Space Act\textsuperscript{90} laid down the regulatory groundwork for

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textsuperscript{86} Id. art. 2, 4.
    \item \textsuperscript{88} Michael J. Listner, \textit{The Ownership and Exploitation of Outer Space: A Look at Foundation Law and Future Legal Challenges to Current Claims}, \textit{1 Regent J. Int’l L.} 75, 84 (2003).
    \item \textsuperscript{89} Mineiro, \textit{supra} note 84, at 771.
    \item \textsuperscript{90} Commercial Space Act of 1998, 14 C.F.R. § 431.31 (2009).
\end{itemize}
RLV licensing. According to the Act, prospective applicants are required to participate in pre-application consultations with the Office of the Associate Administrator for Commercial Space Transportation (FAA-AST); following pre-application consultations, applicants must obtain policy approval, safety approval, payload and payload reentry approval, and environmental approval. The provision governing the application procedure consists of the time requirements allotted to the government to review and grant or reject the application. The above requirements have been argued to be too complicated, which will ultimately prevent private companies from getting off the ground.

It has been acknowledged that a more streamlined system of requirements is needed to facilitate the licensing process. Once technologies are mature, RLVs are expected to send tourists to space on a regular basis; RLVs will be used like commercial airlines. The complicated process will surely discourage space travels. In light of the private parties' wanting to relax the current licensing regime and the government's concerns over safety and national security, the question is how to create a licensing regime to promote expeditious review so that launchings can be frequent and, from an investor's point of view, profitable, yet safe for the public and national security.

A state, no doubt deservedly, has broad powers to protect the public and national security. The point here is not to argue against the substantive standards of the licensing review, as they are necessary, but to encourage the government to carry out the review more efficiently, which specifically refers to a shorter period of time for the review.

---

93 Commercial Space Act of 1998, supra note 90, sec. 102. Commercial Space Launch Amendments, § 70104 Restrictions on launches, operations, and reentries provides:

The Secretary shall transmit to the Committee on Science of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate a written notice not later than 30 days after any occurrence when a license is not issued within the deadline . . . [the Secretary may establish] criteria for accepting or rejecting an application for a license under this chapter within 60 days after receipt of such application.

95 Id. at 137.
The CSLAA, with the aim of regulatory reform and improved interaction with RLV developers, replaces the original legislation from 1984 and has consequently ensured its purpose to promote the development of the emerging commercial human space flight industry. An entirely new, experimental permit is created granting an unlimited number of launches and reentries for the covered design and eliminating the previous burden and cost of securing a new license for each test. Considering the high risks entailed and unwavering emphasis on safety, the complex licensing process is retained. However, the licensing procedures have been further streamlined. Only one license or permit is required from the Department of Transportation to conduct activities involving crew or space flight participants, including launch and reentry, for which a license or permit is required. The time period needed for relevant bodies to take action has been clearly defined, thereby preventing undue interference from relevant bodies. The CSLAA represents the trend of deregulation in the field to avoid "the potential danger of industry-killing over-regulation."

The United States example clearly shows the vital role of a licensing regime in commercial space activities and represents the first significant step towards nurturing and supporting commercial efforts in space tourism. In view of the complicated but indispensable licensing process, the FAA-AST has taken realistic measures to work directly with RLV developers, helping them to better understand the process and reflecting their concerns in

100 Id. § 70104(d).
101 For example, 49 U.S.C. § 70105a(a) provides that the Secretary of Transportation shall issue the experimental permit required by human space vehicle operators no later than 120 days after receipt of an application and that the Secretary of Transportation would be obliged to inform the applicant of any issues arising during the review of an application and actions to be taken to resolve them, within the first 90 days after the receipt of the application. Id. § 70104(d).
future space flight policy.\textsuperscript{103} This will help streamline the licensing requirements. With the United States example in place, the rest of the world must continue their work to make their licensing procedures more efficient and to formalize their commitment with shorter processing time allotted in their laws.

IV. THE STATUS OF SPACE TOURISTS

The emergence of space tourists who go to outer space for leisure poses challenges to the existing space legal regime. The 1968 Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts, and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space (Rescue Agreement)\textsuperscript{104} outlines rules on rescuing astronauts when they have suffered an accident, experienced conditions of distress, or have made an emergency or unintended landing.\textsuperscript{105} According to the Rescue Agreement, nations are obliged to perform rescue duties for the personnel of a spacecraft under their jurisdiction or on the high seas or in any other place not under the jurisdiction of any nation.\textsuperscript{106} It is to be noted that "personnel of a spacecraft," instead of the term "astronauts," is used in the title of the Rescue Agreement and in the text of the Agreement.\textsuperscript{107} Obviously, the term "astronauts" is not necessarily equivalent to the term "the personnel of a spacecraft." The term "personnel of a spacecraft" is a broader concept, including astronauts, space engineers, and scientists.\textsuperscript{108} By using a broader concept in the text, the Rescue Agreement applies to broader categories of people on board spacecraft.

Obviously, space tourists are not astronauts or personnel of a spacecraft in the literal sense. If they are trained as mission specialists, like space engineers or scientists, there will not be much

\textsuperscript{103} See, e.g., Catherine E. Parsons, Space Tourism: Regulating Passage to the Happiest Place Off Earth, 9 Chap. L. Rev. 493, 512–15 (2006).


\textsuperscript{105} Id. arts. 1–4.


\textsuperscript{107} See Rescue Agreement, supra note 104.

dispute concerning the application of the Rescue Agreement.\textsuperscript{109} For example, the world's second space tourist, Mark Shuttleworth, spent eight days on board the ISS as both a tourist and as an assistant to the crew, helping with a variety of tasks including the transfer of supplies and scientific experiments.\textsuperscript{110}

However, this is an exceptional case. Space tourists generally do not play a direct role for the benefit and in the interests of all countries. Their main objective is not to contribute to the public interest, but to their personal pleasure. In no sense do they qualify as "envoys of mankind in outer space."\textsuperscript{111} It is doubtful that space tourists can be considered as personnel of a spacecraft.\textsuperscript{112} Accordingly, ambiguities exist in applying the Rescue Agreement to space tourists.

Nevertheless, just as identified in the preface, the Rescue Agreement is prompted by "sentiments of humanity."\textsuperscript{113} Such consideration similarly applies to the rescue of space tourists. Thus, two ways can be sorted out to deal with the issue of rescuing tourists in the event of an accident, of distress, or an emergency landing—either formulating a new agreement with similar provisions of the Rescue Agreement or extending the existing agreement to the application of space tourists. In view of similar measures underlying the rescue of astronauts and tourists, extending the application of the Rescue Agreement appears to be a sensible choice. Indeed, some scholars have argued that a broad interpretation to include space tourists in the category of "personnel of a spacecraft" seems more appropriate.\textsuperscript{114}

In this respect, the CSLAA and the ISS IGA offer useful experience. The two documents take different approaches. The CSLAA clearly defines two different types of people involved in space flight. It provides definitions for the terms "crew" and
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“space flight participants” and amends previous commercial launch legislation to include these terms alongside the inanimate payloads currently covered.115 According to this act:

‘[C]rew’ means any employee of a licensee or transferee, or of a contractor or subcontractor of a licensee or transferee, who performs activities in the course of that employment directly relating to the launch, reentry, or other operation of or in a launch vehicle or reentry vehicle that carries human beings.116

“Space flight participant’ means an individual, who is not crew, carried within a launch vehicle or reentry vehicle.”117 So, according to the above definitions, space tourists are naturally considered as space flight participants. This is a direct way to differentiate “crew” from “space tourists.” However, this approach does not effectively resolve the issue of protection for space tourists as defined in the Rescue Convention.

The ISS IGA, as does the Rescue Convention, defines the term “crew” as qualified personnel in the first place.118 But, this agreement further provides the activities of all individuals involved in outer space activities under the heading “Protected Space Operations.”119 This extensive provision validly resolves the above dilemma: the ISS IGA covers all individuals, no matter if she is piloting a spacecraft, conducting experiments, or is merely a passenger for fun. This approach is most instructive to the extended application of the Rescue Agreement to space tourists.120

While receiving necessary humanitarian protections, space tourists, as passengers of a spacecraft, should also comply with rules for good order during the journey. Basically, their rights and obligations fall within the competence of the state exercising jurisdiction and control, namely, the state of registry of the RLV.121 The commander, providing for the safety and well-being of all persons on board, shall have sole authority throughout the flight. Space tourists, irrespective of their nationality, are subject to the directions of the commander.122

---
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V. CONCLUSION

The story on the space hotel as described in the beginning of this article is no longer imagination. Many organizations and states estimate that space flights will be followed by week-long vacations to space hotels by 2017. By 2030, as many as 10 million people could travel to space with 80,000 guests staying at space hotels and other facilities during the course of a year.

Space tourism has so far received great interest from various sides. Some scholars believe that space "tourism may be one of the first space industries to emerge and that it will then pave the way for everything else." Encouraged by the success of the first two space tourists, space tourism companies, having been set up in recent years, are actively promoting the program and soliciting support from governments. As reported, Hong Kong Space Travel Agency signed a cooperative agreement in early 2005 with United States tour operator Space Adventures. More than 20 Chinese tourists will be sent to the United States for training and the first Chinese tourist is scheduled to travel to space in the near future. The reports released so far have sent a clear sign to the public that space tourism has reached a new era.

Drastically different from other means of transportation, such as shipping and aviation, which are governed by a comprehensive framework of national and international commercial law, space activities are supported by inter-governmental treaties negotiated during the peak of the cold-war period. The current legal principles related to outer space do not address the needs of the new "spacefarers" on the horizon.

While commercial space tourism is becoming a reality, the legal regime is still lagging far behind. The inadequacy and uncertainty in the current legal regime will discourage investment in space travel technologies and space tourism. In view of the
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many commonalities shared by aviation and space travel, this article takes the example of aviation and elaborates on the formulation of a legal regime for space tourism. Actually, it is gradually being accepted that the most appropriate regulatory framework for space tourism is to treat it as an extension of aviation.\textsuperscript{129} A proper and attractive legal regime (including the so-called “space hotel rules”) will, in the end, help assure the future of safe and responsible commercial space tourism. Reassurance that an efficient, stable legal regime is in place allowing for more frequent launching services will directly lead to greater revenue, a return on investment, and a benefit to society, thereby encouraging investment in space technologies and space tourism in the long run.